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Abstract:
Friction stir welding (FSW) was adopted to attain 3mm thick butt joints of flat plates of dissimilar metals
namely CDA 101 and AISI 1010. Joints were fabricated by inserting a taper cylindrical tool pin at an offset of 1.5mm
from the line of separation, towards the CDA101 plate at an 1100 rpm rotational speed & 35 mm/min tool travel speed,
under a downward axial force of 7 kN. The microstructural transformations, tensile properties and phase constituents of
the fabricated joints were examined and the results revealed, the joints were found to be free from flaws. Structural
morphologies revealed that, CDA 101 side has encountered superior flow of the plasticized metal when compared with
that of AISI 1010 side. SEM images exhibited the presence of intricate, infringed whirlpools, intertwined structures and
associated patterns of material flow, thereby confirming a strong binding in nugget zone of nugget. Dissimilar joint
exhibited UTS (ultimate tensile strength) of 181.5 MPa and 14.03% of elongation and the dissimilar joint’s fractured
specimen has failed under a brittle-ductile mode of fracture.
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Introduction
Welding of disparate materials is gaining worldwide attention, particularly in electronic, power
& energy production, nuclear and petrochemical sectors, as there prevails a demand to obtain
components with custom-built features and to acquire lightweight parts [1 – 3]. For instance, in
recent years, needs have arisen for joining together alloys of copper (CDA101) and low carbon steel
(AISI 1010) for use in various sectors especially for automotive components (Automotive rectifiers,
transmission covers, pans, etc) and for the manufacture of various electrical parts (High resistanceratio cryogenic shunts, transistor component bases, coaxial cables, coaxial tubes etc), as this
combination of disparate materials will yield parts with exceptional strength at a reduced cost [4 –
6]. Yet, joining of disparate materials by regular & traditional joining processes will be a quite
complex task, in view of their temperature of melting, the difference in composition, different
physical nature and variations in stress, which will provoke imperfections including cracks, stresses
(compressive, residual and thermal), corrosion etc [7, 8]. Apart from this, employing fusion based &
traditional joining processes to join this disparate material combination (CDA101 & AISI 1010) will
bring about severe damage in the zone of fusion, cracks at the interfaces of joint portions, as there
exists a wide difference in thermal oriented physical features between CDA101 alloy & AISI 1010
alloy, inclusive of their point of melting, conductivity of heat, coefficient of expansion of heat etc.,
[9, 10]. So, there prevails an undeniable and immediate need for identification of a most suitable
joining process for welding together CDA101 and AISI 1010, which will result in preferable quality
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joints with minimum or negligible level of deterioration of those materials metallurgical and
mechanical features [11, 12].
As techniques of solid-state joining (including forge based joining, friction-based joining,
diffusion joining, ultrasonic based joining etc) can easily disentangle the issues of underlying
welding irregularities & flaws, generated during the employment of traditional joining processes,
they can be considered as effective methods for joining of this dissimilar material combination,
namely copper (CDA101 grade) and low carbon steel (AISI 1010 grade) alloys [13, 14]. FSW
(Friction stir welding) technique developed from the United Kingdom, has gained attraction
worldwide in the past years and is considered as one of the most innovative & unique solid-state of
welding processes. In this FSW process, the fluttering pin of the tool migrating at high speeds of
rotation is infused into the region of joint of the materials to be welded together, till the tool’s
shoulder region comes into intimate interaction with the surfaces of those materials. Solid-state
welding between the materials is achieved, as the materials at the region of the joint portion get
softened, leading to the flow & mixing of the softened material under the coadjuvant impact of the
heat by friction & stirring action by mechanical rotation of the tool pin [15 – 17].
Generation of lower volumes of temperature during joining, minimized joining duration,
reduced input of heat are some of the unique & attractive features of this FSW technique and as a
result, when FSW is employed for joining of disparate materials, it will efficaciously eliminate the
majority of the flaws & defects associated with conventional fusion joining processes. In addition to
this, FSW’s reduced input of heat will also diminish the stresses (residual and thermal) and
distortions, simultaneously leading to the attainment of uniquely refined microstructure together with
high level of densification and assimilation, followed by substantial enhancement of the strength of
the fabricated joints [18, 19].
In recent years, many investigational attempts were put forward successfully to join several
dissimilar materials through the technique of FSW [20 – 30]. For example, Mohammadi et al. [20]
experimentally proved, dissimilar lap joints of Al alloy (6061) and Mg alloy (AZ31B) can be
obtained using the FSW technique. During this experimentation, joints were fabricated at tool speeds
of travel and rotation ranging from 16 – 40 mm/min and 560-1400rev/min respectively. The
specimen tensile shear test results revealed, maximum values of strength and ductility can be
achieved by concurrent raise in the speeds of travel and rotation to 40 mm/min and 1400 rev/min
respectively. Further investigation of the fractured surfaces proclaimed that the failure modes of
these dissimilar joints were regulated by the intermetallic (brittle) compounds existing in the zone of
nugget.
Joints between completely different materials namely low-carbon steel (St37) and stainless
steel (304) were fabricated effectively by Ali Khodadadi et al. [22] by employing the technique of
FSSW(friction stir spot welding) technique at tool speeds ranging from 630 rpm to 1250 rpm. Test
reports indicated, the joints were found to be present with uniformly enhanced hardness values,
which was due to the combined impact of the phase metamorphosis of the nugget region associated
with St37 steel and the recrystallized nugget region of the 304 steel. It was also recorded that, the
length of the bonding fabricated at larger speeds of rotation was found to be appreciable,
contributing a 6682 N shear / tensile strength.
Galvao et al. [23] attempted to completely understand the binding structure between the Al –
Cu and the failure mechanisms of these dissimilar joints (copper-DHP to 6082-T6 Al alloy)
fabricated through FSW process and methodologically analyzed the impact of the offset (w.r.t tool)
on the structural, mechanical and morphological properties of the fabricated weldments. It was
experimentally recorded that, adopting the concept of offset w.r.t. tool position suppressed the
formation of Cu/Al-based intermetallic compounds to greater extends, which have a strong tendency
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to form internal detachment regions in the interior of nugget. Hence, the obtained joints of copperDHP to 6082-T6 Al alloy were found to be present with desirable surface finish and quality.
Commercial brass (Cu-40Zn) was successfully welded with S25C grade carbon steel using
FSW technique by Gao et al. [24] and it recorded the interconnectivity among the input of heat and
the speed of joining. The variation in the speed of joining was found to have a major impact on the
shear / tensile fracture load, size of the grains and hardness at the zone of stir of the fabricated joints.
Further, observations made through electron (transmission) microscope and analysis of energy
dispersive X-ray spectrometry proved, there existed a mutual region of diffusion of dominant
elements (namely Zn, Fe & Cu) at the interface of the joints, fabricated at 500 mm/min travel speed,
which eliminated the formation of intermetallic compounds.
Barlas et al. [26] exhibited the practicability of welding together a dissimilar sheet of brass
(CuZn30) to a commercially pure copper sheet by FSW. The results of the conducted bending and
tensile tests conceded, the joints strength of bend was nearly 31% minimal and 47% greater than
their parent metals i.e., brass and pure copper respectively. Detailed analysis of the microstructural
zones portrayed the presence of regranulated grains of brass and insinuated vortex, swirl-like
formations in the center region of the zone of nugget, characterizing the presence of Cu layers and
regranulated grains of brass.
In addition to this, Li et al. [27] performed an investigation to join sheets (2mm) of
30CrMnSiNi2A (medium carbon steel) and Ti6Al4 V (Titanium alloy) at a fixed 750 rpm rotating
speed and at speeds of travel ranging from 47.5 – 75 mm/min. This investigation affirmed, the
interfacial layer’s thickness declines with the gradual rise of the speed of tool travel. In better words,
the joints fabricated at 75 mm/min travel speed exhibited the presence of 1 μm thick interfacial layer
and an interfacial layer having ∼5 to 60 μm thickness was found in the joints obtained at
47.5 mm/min. Defect-free weldments experienced fracture at region influenced by thermal stresses
to region influenced by heat on surface of carbon steel or at layer of interfacial reaction on the
titanium region.
The impact of the various parameters of the FSW technique namely position of tool pin, rate of
tool rotation, speed of tool travel on tensile and structural features of the joints during FSW of 6061
Al alloy and Ti6Al4V alloy was investigated by Wu et al. [29]. The recorded observations declared,
the rate of tool rotation determines the strength (tensile) and location of fracture of the joints.
Moreover, the joints fabricated at 750 rpm were found to possess a 100 nm thick TiAl3 Intermetallic
compounds at the region of interface and this joint exhibited a strength of 215 MPa (i.e., nearly 68%
of the strength of base material – 6061 Al) and the fracture occurred at the heat affected region and
thermo-mechanically affected region of the 6061 Al alloy.
In the category of immiscible metal combination, an innovative attempt was made by Won et
al. [30] to join pure magnesium and pure titanium plates. The joint obtained at optimized values of
probe offset & speed of joining exhibited uppermost tensile strength (150 MPa), approximately 88%
of the strength of pure Mg and was characterized by the occurrence of the fracture at the heat
affected region of the Mg. This fracture mechanism confirmed the establishment of the thin layer of
intermetallic compounds at the interface of the weld and the resistance to the development of
intermetallic elements (brittle natured) in marrow of zone of stir of Mg.
From these various literature reviews, it must be highlighted that, so far, most of the
worldwide experimental attempts by several researchers have been made to join a disparate metal
combination of Al to Cu, Al to Mg, Ti to Al, brass to steel, pure copper to brass, Ti to medium
carbon steel, Ti to Mg only, using the technique of FSW. Even though there exists an urgent demand
in the current industrial scenario, for obtaining components with copper & steel dissimilar metal
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joint, exhibiting unique properties like improved strength, better electrical conductivity & resistivity
etc., at a reduced cost, to the premium of investigator’s awareness, joining of an immiscible metal
combination of the alloy of copper (CDA101) and low carbon steel (AISI 1010) by FSW technique
has never been reported. Hence, it becomes indispensable to carry out an experimental attempt to
join the divergent metal joint of CDA101 and AISI 1010 using the technique of FSW.

Materials arrangement and experimental frame-up
Plates of the alloy of copper namely CDA101 and low carbon steel namely AISI 1010 of 3
mm thickness were used in this investigation. Table 1 describes the chemical configuration of base
metals namely CDA 101 and AISI 1010. Heretofore to the joining of these materials by FSW
technique, the flat plates were shaped into perfect plates possessing dimensions of 50 mm (width)
and 100 mm (length). The entire regions of those two unalike material flat plates are rubbed slightly
with the paper of grit and then cleansed with ethanol to remove any impurities or foreign particles.
Table 1. Chemical Configuration of CDA 101 and AISI 1010 alloy plates investigated in
this work
Material
less
of
than
Zn
Fe
Pb
Cr
Si
Ni
S
P
Cu
Investiga
<0.00
tion
1
Mn,
<0.01 <0.00
<0.00 <0.00 <0.00 <0.00
Al,
CDA 101 0.014
<0.01
Balance
6
5
5
5
2
5
Sn,
Mg
Material
of
W
Al
Mn
Mo
Cr
P
Ni
Cu
Si
Fe
Investiga
tion
AISI
0.05
0.05
0.22
0.013 0.012 0.022 0.021 0.021 0.011 Balance
1010
Arrangement of the materials during the joining process by FSW technique with a flat plate of
CDA101 placed on the side of advancement (AS) of the tool and flat plate of AISI 1010 placed on
the side of retreating (RS) of the tool is graphically illustrated in Fig. 1. Tungsten carbide (WC)
based tool was employed in this investigation and it consisted of a 25mm (diameter) cylindrical outer
shoulder, 12 mm (diameter) cylindrical inner shoulder along with a taper cylindrical-shaped pin (2.85
mm in length). The tool was introduced into the CDA101 flat plate at about 1.5 mm offset from the
line of separation of the two plates as seen in this Figure 1 under a downward axial force of 7 kN,
rotating at 1100 rpm and speed of travel of the tool was 35 mm/min in the direction being similar to
the orientation of involution of the flat plates. The full length of the taper cylindrical pin (i.e., 2.85
mm) was made to penetrate completely into the flat plates and was made to travel to the entire length
of the flat plates, in the above described joining conditions.
After the fabrication of the weldments of unalike CDA 101 and AISI 1010, the weldments
were analyzed and the analysis of their macro, microstructural images were carried out on their crosssection exactly at right angles to the direction of their joining. Macro structures and microstructures
of these joints were analyzed with the help of Optical Stereo Microscope (Stereo discovery type) and
these joints scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were obtained using a FEI Quanta High
Resolution Scanning Electron Microscope equipped together with a system of EDX. Measurements
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for Vickers hardness were executed using a Tv-50 model computerized Vickers Hardness Tester at
the lower, center & upper regions across the zone of weld in a 3 X 22 cluster at hiatus of 0.2 mm
vertically and 1 mm horizontally under a 0.98 N load for a time of dwell of 15 seconds. Specimens
for the test of tensile were elicited vertically to the direction of joining as per the ASTM – E8
standards with gauge length of 25mm. Tests related to tensile were executed at normal temperature
under 1.5 mm/min crosshead speed.

Figure 1. (a) and (b). Diagrammatic illustration of the various views of the materials arrangement
during the joining of flat plates by FSW process

Examinations, Interpretations and Outcomes
Observations on Surface morphology, Macro structures
Different photographic views of the surface morphology of a fabricated dissimilar joint of
CDA 101 and AISI 1010 are shown in Fig.2.
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Figure 2. (a) and (b). Different photographic views of the surface morphology of the fabricated
dissimilar joint of CDA 101 and AISI 1010
It can be conceived, the flat plate of CDA 101 placed has encountered superior flow of the
plasticized metal when compared with that of AISI 1010, at the equivalent processing temperature.
This is mainly due to the reason, low carbon steel (i.e., AISI 1010) possesses higher values of
melting temperature, hardness, tensile strength than the copper alloy (CDA 101). An additional
reason for this superior flow is, we have introduced the pin of the tool in the side of copper flat plate
with an offset of 1.5 mm from the line of separation. And due to this, the fabricated unalike CDA
101 & AISI 1010 joints have experienced a bountiful supply of the plasticized material during the
tool travel.
At the same time, if the joints have been formed by introducing the tool exactly at the line of
separation of the two plates, without any offset, the joints would have been found with various flaws
including keyholes, grooves etc., resulting from non-uniform flow of the softened material [31, 32].
In the above surface morphology photographs, we can observe, the region of the joint is enshrouded
by a coat of copper material and some flickers can be seen at the borders of the joint. Even though,
the fabricated joint seems to be flawless, by closely observing its surface morphology, to confirm the
absence of defects, macrostructural image of this joint was obtained and is illustrated in Fig.3. From
this Fig.3, it can be noted, the center of the joint region, i.e., the zone of nugget is found to be free
from flaws and it is composed of elements of both copper and low carbon steel. Moreover, the
structure of this zone of nugget seems to be very much distinctive, due to the flow of the divergent
materials.

Figure 3. Macrostructural image of the fabricated dissimilar joint of CDA 101 and AISI 1010
Inferences from Microstructural images
To completely understand the pattern and manner, in which the flow of the softened
materials and phase transformations have occurred, microstructural images of various zones of this
specimen were recorded and are illustrated in Fig. 4(a)–(h). The various regions of the fabricated
dissimilar CDA101 and AISI 1010 were categorized into four zones namely stir zone, thermomechanically affected zone, heat affected zone and base metal and all these zones of the fabricated
joint are clearly illustrated in Fig. 4(a)-(h). As seen in Fig. 4(a), microstructure of the base metal
copper plate (i.e., CDA101) is found be present with large equiaxed grains of Cu with precipitated
cuprous oxide at the grain boundaries. The size of the grains is in the range of 28 – 30 microns. The
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microstructure also reveals the presence of some twinned grains formed during the cold forming of
the plate. Fig. 4(h) illustrates the microstructure of another base metal, namely low carbon steel plate
(i.e., AISI 1010) possessing grains of pearlite in ferrite matrix. The pearlite grains are found to be
present at the grain perimeters of ferrite. The flow of grains had occurred along the direction of
forming of the plate and the grain size falls within the range of 38 – 40 microns.
Fig. 4 (b) and (g) represents the heat affected zone of in the CDA101 and AISI 1010 sides
respectively. The common feature of these two zones of CDA101 and AISI 1010 is, plastic
deformation has not happened and the grains have been subjected to frictional heat kindling them to
grow. When compared with that of their base metals, it can be noted, the structure of the grains in
both the zones w.r.t. their respective base metal grain structure have not modified much, but at the
same time, the grains in both the heat-affected zones have become coarser, due to the impact of the
thermal cycle. Fig. 4(c) portrays the thermo-mechanically affected zone on CDA101 side, where the
grains have been influenced by the stirring action of the employed tool pin and frictional heat, which
have impacted the grains in this zone to go through noteworthy plastic deformation [33]. It can also
be seen, the grain in this zone has experienced grain orientation along the direction of the flow of the
softened material (Cu constituents).

Figure 4. Optical microstructural images of various regions of the fabricated dissimilar joint of CDA
101 and AISI 1010 namely (a) Base metal: CDA 101 (b) Heat affected zone on CDA101 side (c)
Thermo-mechanically affected zone on CDA101 side (d) stir zone on CDA101 side (e) Interface
junction at stir zone (f) stir zone on AISI 1010 side (g) Heat affected zone on AISI 1010 side (h)
Base metal: AISI 1010
Fig. 4 (e) reveals the interface junction at the nugget zone where the constituents of copper
and steel constituents had occurred. The left is the steel matrix and the right is the copper matrix.
The fusion/zone line can be seen to be enriched with copper metal. The steel zone shows fine
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fragmented grains of pearlite in ferrite matrix with typical low carbon steel. The copper side had
undergone severe plasticity and can be confirmed by the substantial flow of copper metal. Fig. 4(f)
describes the stir zone in AISI 1010 (low carbon steel) side, which can be seen to have undergone
fragmentation and have resulted in the reduction of the size of the grains. In addition to this, this
zone is also found to possess the presence of the infiltrated copper particles & their dispersions.
The stir zone in CDA101 side is shown in Fig. 4(d). In this image, it can be ascertained that,
due to the mixed impact of the frictional heat & downward axial force exerted on the tool, the grains
in this zone have undergone a complete transformation in their size and shape. They have been
transformed & disintegrated into fine re-crystallized grains, measuring to the size of 10 – 13 microns
and the presence of such disintegrated grains in the stir zone with reductions in their size & uniform
distribution is a proven fact, that sound quality joints have been achieved [34, 35].
Perceptions of SEM images
The above mentioned macro structural and microstructural images have already revealed, the
major portion of the nugget Zone of the fabricated joint comprises copper and the ingredients of steel
have scattered in that zone in different shapes. This was mainly due to the insertion of the pin of the
tool at an offset of 1.5mm towards the CDA 101 plate side. At the same time, the amalgamation of
the copper and steel (i.e., ingredients of CDA 101 and AISI 1010) is very much arduous to
understand. Moreover, we can observe the presence of diverse microstructures in the various regions
of the fabricated joint, especially in and around the nugget zone. So, to have a better understanding
of the flow of these softened materials, their distribution in various regions and to characterize the
structures of the above-mentioned zones of the fabricated dissimilar joint of CDA 101 and AISI
1010, SEM images, shown in the Fig. 5 (a) – (i) were analyzed.

Figure 5. Images of SEM revealing various regions of the fabricated dissimilar joint of CDA 101
and AISI 1010 namely (a) Base metal: AISI 1010 (b) Heat affected zone on AISI 1010 side (c) ) stir
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zone on AISI 1010 side (d) bottom portion of interface zone of CDA 101 and AISI 1010 (e) region
of interconnection of two distinct microstructural constituents of Cu & steel (f) interface fusion zone
of CDA 101 and AISI 1010 (g) stir zone on CDA 101 side (h) Heat affected zone on CDA 101 side
(h) Base metal: CDA 101
Fig. 5(a) displays us the SEM micrograph of base metal of low carbon steel (i.e., AISI 1010),
which contains elongated grains of pearlite in ferrite matrix along the direction of forming of the
plate and the size of the grains in the region measures to be in the range of 38 – 40 microns. Fig. 5(b)
shows the heat-affected zone on the AISI 1010 plate. In this zone, we can observe, the grains appear
to be finer than the grains present in the base metal region and they also appear to be recrystallized
and the grains size is reduced to 30 microns approximately, which have occurred due to the impact
of the developed frictional heat. Fig. 5(c) represents the nugget region of the AISI steel matrix. It can
be visualized that, frictional heat and thermal stresses have resulted in the dissolution and
recrystallization of the constituents of the AISI 1010 steel, consisting of completely fine grains of
pearlite dispersed in ferrite matrix [6, 36].
The bottom portion of the interface zone of CDA101 copper and AISI 1010 steel is described
in Fig. 5(d). The bottom portion of this image shows the heat affected region of the AISI 1010 steel
and the top portion shows the nugget region of the CDA 101 Copper matrix. It can be noticed, the
grains of copper have transformed into very much finer size along with substantial plasticity of
copper constituents. In addition to this, this interface zone reveals the fusion of constituents of two
dissimilar metals. i.e., the diffusion of AISI 1010 steel particles into the matrix of copper. Likewise,
Fig. 5(e) shows the bonding & flow between the microstructural constituents of two completely
dissimilar metals, i.e., CDA 101 & AISI 1010. On the left side of this image contains the region of
copper and the right side contains the nugget region of the AISI 1010 steel. It can be witnessed that,
there exists an appreciable volume of fusion among these dissimilar metals and we can observe the
diffusion of AISI 1010 steel particles into the CDA 101 copper matrix at the interface fusion region.
The interface fusion zone of CDA 101 copper and AISI 1010 steel exactly nearer to the
nugget zone is illustrated in Fig. 5(f). From this image, it can be understood, the materials on the
portion of CDA101 have experienced plastic deformation at higher degrees and these softened
materials due to tool pin’s stirring action have travelled to the other side (AISI 1010) of the plate [5,
18]. This flow of the plasticized & softened materials of CDA 101 has resulted in the formation of
alternate layers around the steel (AISI 1010) matrix. Fig. 5(g) represents the nugget region of the
CDA 101 copper. This region contains fine fragmented and re-crystallized grains, which have
achieved this state due to the combined actions of the downward force exerted axially on the rotation
tool pin and the heat of friction provoked by the continuous contact of shoulder of tool with metal
plates [13, 37].
The heat-affected region on CDA 101 side is shown in Fig. 5(h). In this region, we can
observe, the grains of the copper constituents have experienced high temperature & thermal stresses
due to the developed frictional heat, which has made the grains in this region to be coarser, without
much modification in their shape and structure. The SEM image of another base metal i.e., CDA 101
is displayed in Fig. 5(i) and is found to possess constituents of Cu with precipitated cuprous oxide
(Cu2O) at the grain boundaries, along with some twinned grains, which have been formed during the
cold forming of the plate. Apart from this, we can visualize the presence of apical horizon amidst the
base material (AISI 1010) and the nugget zone on the steel side, while this line of separation
between CDA101 & its nugget zone is not as noticeable as that of the steel side. The intertwined
structure formed by copper and steel constituents, (as seen in these SEM images) reveals, the
existence of strong binding in this region [38]. In these SEM images, we can observe the presence of
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intricate, infringed whirlpools and associated pattern of material flow, confirming the occurrence of
convolute inter dispersion and merging of the constituents of two different materials, which is a
strong evidence for the fact that, an effective joining of dissimilar materials have taken place [39,
40].
Scrutiny of EDX images
Results of the chemical microanalysis of the energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX)
test performed at the interacting zone of fabricated CDA 101 and AISI 1010 joint are graphically
illustrated in Fig. 6(a-c). We observe that the X-ray spectrum has been focused towards the nugget
region containing the zone of fusion of the constituents of the dissimilar metals namely copper
(CDA101) and steel (AISI 1010) and this zone has been marked clearly by a pink-colored
rectangular box as seen in the Fig. 6(a). The percentage of the various elements detected in this
region is graphically illustrated in the Fig. 6(b) and the same is numerically described in the Fig.6(c),
in the form of a tabular column, mentioning the values of various present elements both in weight
and in atomic percentages.
Fig. 6 (b) reveals us the presence of copper, iron, oxygen and carbon in the focused interface
region of the fabricated dissimilar joint and their percentage of weight being 52.24 % for copper,
38.57 % for iron (i.e., steel), 3.14% of oxygen and 6.05% of carbon. The presence of oxygen
constituents reveals that, oxidation between the matrix of copper and steel (iron) has occurred in this
region. We can also observe, the dominant constituent in this part is copper when compared with that
of the steel (iron) and the reason for this is, the constituents of copper (CDA 101 base metal plate)
have undergone a high level of plastically deformation, resulting in a large volume of softened
material of the copper side, by virtue of insertion of the pin of operated tool towards CDA101 side,
with an offset of 1.5 mm from the line of joint [16, 21]. Then, the combined impact of the stirring
action of pin & the axial force exerted on the pin must have forced these softened materials of
copper constituents to flow towards the other region of the plate.

Figure 6. (a) Interface region of the fabricated dissimilar joint of CDA 101 and AISI 1010 observed
during EDX test (b) Graphical representation of the various elements detected in the focused
interface region during the EDX test and (c) Numerical description of the weight and atomic
percentage of the various elements being present in the focused interface region
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At the same time, from the XRD graphs, we cannot locate the presence of any copper - steel
intermetallic compounds, which is an indication, phase transformations between copper – steel have
not taken place during the fabrication of dissimilar joints of CDA101 and AISI 101, as mentioned by
several researchers [17, 41, 42]. A Major reason for the absence of these intermetallic compounds is,
the time of hold at peak temperatures is very much shorter during the FSW of thin plates (as in our
case of 3mm), because of the faster rate of cooling [30, 43]. Hence, the time of diffusion was not
sufficient enough to promote the formation of the copper – steel intermetallic compounds.
Tensile Fractography
The tensile properties of the base metals of this experimental investigation (i.e., CDA 101
and AISI 1010) and the fabricated dissimilar joint are illustrated in Table 2. From this table, it can
be seen that, the strength of the fabricated dissimilar joints is comparatively satisfactory, exhibiting
UTS (ultimate tensile strength) of 181.5 MPa, which is 77.6% of the strength of the CDA101 base
metal. The corresponding value of elongation for that fabricated joint is 9.4%.
Table 2. Tensile properties of the dissimilar base metals and the fabricated dissimilar joint
Material of
Investigation
CDA 101
AISI 1010
CDA 101 – AISI 1001
dissimilar joint

Tensile Strength

Yield Strength

Elongation

234 MPa
365 MPa

207 MPa
305 MPa

14 %
20 %

181.5 MPa

107.04 MPa

14.03 %

This confirms the fact that, the strength of the dissimilar joints fabricated by FSW technique
is customarily lesser than that of their parent materials, due to their inhomogeneous microstructures
[10, 44]. The photograph of the fractured tensile specimen of the fabricated dissimilar joint is
displayed in Fig.7. In this figure, it can be noticed that, almost all the tensile specimen have
undergone fracture in their Cu (CDA 101) side of the nugget region and petting can also be seen in
the fractured specimen, implying us that, there exists a tenacious bonding between the dissimilar
CDA 101 and AISI 1010 materials, because of employment FSW technique.

Figure 7. Photograph of the fractured tensile specimen of the fabricated dissimilar CDA 101 and
AISI 1010 joint
To obtain a better understanding of the modes in which fracture has occurred in these tensile
specimens, they were examined through scanning electron microscopy and the obtained SEM
images of these tensile specimens are illustrated in Fig. 8 (a)–(e). SEM photographs of the tensile
fractured portion of the specimen can be seen in Fig. 8(a). This image illustrates the entire zone of
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the fracture with copper at its top portion and the matrix of steel at its bottom portion. The copper
side has undergone a ductile mode of fracture with finer grains possessing a higher level of
plasticity. At the same time, we can see that the steel matrix at the bottom portion has experienced
less flow of the plasticized grains.

Figure 8. SEM images of the fractured tensile specimen of dissimilar CDA 101-AISI 1010 joint
fabricated by FSW
Fig. 8 (b) – (d) portrays the magnified images of the center region of the fractured portion at
different magnification levels, in which we can observe the zone of fusion of the two dissimilar
materials, i.e., copper (at the top) and steel (at the bottom). The steel matrix at the lower portion in
the magnified form is found to exhibit lower levels of plasticity. At the same time, the morphology
of the fractured surface containing copper is found to show higher levels of elongation, due to the
finer sized grains, resulting from substantial & dense flow of softened material, due to which the
fusion zone was found be free from voids.
As a result of this, the fractured surface features are found to vary considerably with
locations across the joint and the intricate nugget zone microstructure has also contributed to this
location of fracture surfaces [25, 45]. In addition to this, we can notice the presence of a large
number of small dents with varying depths at the bottom of the fracture surface i.e., in the steel
matrix region, which might have occurred due to lower plasticity and hence we cannot observe any
yielding at the steel matrix. So, we can resolve that, the mode of fracture of the tensile specimen of
this dissimilar joint is a mixed brittle–ductile mode of fracture.

Conclusions
The technique of FSW was employed to accomplish the butt joints of divergent materials
namely CDA 1010 and AISI 1010. Examinations were performed on fabricated dissimilar joints and
the examination results are epitomized as listed below:
• Flawless, preferable quality dissimilar joints of CDA 101 and AISI 1010 were successfully
obtained by rotating tool at 1100 rpm & 35 mm/min travel speed in the direction being similar
to the orientation of involution of the flat plates, under a downward axial force of 7 kN, by
employing a tool possessing taper cylindrical pin.
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Macrostructural surface morphology revealed that, the CDA 101 side has encountered superior
flow of the plasticized metal when compared with that of AISI 1010 side, at the equivalent
processing temperature. The reason for this superior flow of copper is the insertion of the tool
pin at an offset of 1.5 mm from the line of separation of the two plates, towards the CDA101
plate side.
The fusion/zone line at the center of the nugget was found to be enriched with copper. The
steel matrix exhibited fine fragmented grains of pearlite in ferrite matrix with typical low
carbon steel. The copper side had undergone severe plasticity, confirmed by the substantial
flow of copper metal.
The grains in the stir zone of CDA101 were found to have undergone a complete
transformation in their size and shape, by the mixed impact of the frictional heat & downward
axial force exerted on the tool. They have been transformed & disintegrated into fine recrystallized grains, measuring to the size of 10 – 13 microns and the presence of such
disintegrated grains in the stir zone with reductions in their size & uniform distribution proved
that sound quality joints have been achieved.
Intertwined structure formed by copper and steel constituents, (as seen in these SEM images)
revealed the existence of strong binding in the nugget zone. In these SEM images, the presence
of intricate, infringed whirlpools and associated patterns of material flow were noticed,
confirming the occurrence of convolute inter dispersion and merging of the constituents of two
different materials, a strong evidence for the effective joining of dissimilar materials have
taken place.
From XRD graphs, the presence of copper - steel intermetallic compounds cannot be located,
which indicates, phase transformations between copper – steel have not taken place during the
fabrication of dissimilar joints of CDA101 and AISI 101.
The strength of the fabricated dissimilar joints was comparatively satisfactory, exhibiting UTS
(ultimate tensile strength) of 181.5 MPa, which is 77.6% of the strength of the CDA101 base
metal. The corresponding value of elongation for that fabricated joint was 14.03 % and the
dissimilar joint’s fractured specimen failed under a brittle-ductile mode of fracture.
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